entzaubert queer d.i.y.filmfestival	
3-6 july 2014  ---  entry form 2014
*DEADLINE 1 MARCH 2014*

FILM INFORMATION
*film title

*filmmaker(s)

*year of completion

*country /ies

*language(s) audio

*language(s) subtitles

*length (min/sec)

format / resolution

subject(s)

genre(s)


*keywords

Synopsis
(approx. 20-100 words)




CONTACT INFORMATION
name

phone



*email

address



website/blog/vimeo/fb etc


 *if selected for screening, i want the following information to be published in the contacts section of the entzaubert program booklet (printed):
website
YES/NO
name
YES/NO
email	
YES/NO
	 
*and is there anything you would like the audience to know before watching (through program booklet, moderation)?
ie; 'This is my first film.' or 'This film was made in a workshop on…' or 'This film contains sensitive subject matter such as…'
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instructions for submission

**important, please read carefully**
!!entries are not accepted without this form!!

*For online entries:
1. fill out this form on a computer with as much information as you can
2. save the form with your name or title of the film and send it by email along with a still image to entzaubert2014entries@gmail.com
3. link for preview that doesn't expire before July 3
*link to preview

password (if needed)

4. if selected we will need an option to download the screening copy or a DVD before June 15 

*For entries by post:
1. fill out this form on a computer with as much information as you can
2. save the form with your name or title of the film and send it by email along with a still image to entzaubert2014entries@gmail.com
WE NEED YOUR FORM BY EMAIL SO WE KNOW TO EXPECT YOUR POST
3. additionally, print out the form and include it with the DVD / CD and send it to:
entzaubert team
c/o A. Högner
Innstr. 29
12043 Berlin (Germany)

PLEASE NOTE!
**don‘t send master tapes or the only copy you have!
**package should be postmarked by the deadline
**if sending to us from outside Europe, then you should write on the customs form: 
“For cultural festival purposes only, no commercial value.”
**sending overseas might take up to 6 weeks!
**for those in berlin: please DO NOT drop off submissions at schwarzer kanal... they might get lost!
**works in progress are okay, if you need an extension, please contact us!!

**FOR ALL ENTRIES** the deadline is 1. march 2014 to receive
your filled out form by email.
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OTHER INFORMATION
how did you hear about entzaubert?



what has been your motivation to
submit your work to entzaubert?






all submitted work will be added to the entzaubert archive unless they are requested to be returned.
please answer these questions for the archive*…
are you happy to have your work added to the entzaubert archives so it can be considered for other entzaubert screenings (mini entzaubert community screenings, film evenings hosted by entzaubert at events in other cities, etc)?
YES/NO
do you consent if (parts of) your work were to be published on the entzaubert blog?
YES/NO
do you consent to the reproduction and copy of your work if requested by festival programmers as a preview in consideration for their festival?
YES/NO
do you consent to the reproduction and copy of your work if requested by an individual person for private viewing only?
YES/NO

* the entry of your film does not depend on yes or no‘s in the answers of these questions

